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OBJECTIVE 

The description and rating of historic buildings by art-historians very often neglect all items being hidden inside 
the building, in walls, pilasters and floors..  
The Luther-Haus in Wittenberg/Elbe has been changed drastically in its appearance in the 1840s when the 
300th Anniversary of Luther's death was approaching. One of the most drastic measures was the designing of 
a new ceiling of the Great Hall, Fig. 1. Before, there was a timber beam structure which was replaced by a 
very ambitious and really modern cast iron construction which has a span of more than 7 m. When going into 
detail of the construction, the hidden parts have to be taken into consideration. However, only very small 
openings of the walls which hide the cast iron structural elements, had been accepted by the owner. Conse-
quently, only some facts could be evaluated, giving the impression of a complete frame structure.  
Nothing in the recently published book about Friedrich August Stüler mentions the engineering aspect of the 
work by Stüler (Ibbeken 2006, p. 346). There has been written:  

The coffered ceiling of the relatively low room with five axes is supported by striking iron joists in a very flat 
keel-arch shape, themselves supported by pilasters with foliated capitals. The walls between the pilasters 
are also decorated with keel arches that scarcely protrude, ideas that Stüler must have picked up on his 
visit to England in 1842. 

Looking at a photograph of the Great Hall, it is obvious that only the lower parts of the cast iron elements are 
visible, Fig. 2. However, obviously, art and engineering means much more than only the description of visible 
parts of a construction and decorative accessories. 

ABSTRACT: "Iron Architecture" emerged after about 1780, in Germany after about 1800 when the new material 
opened new options to design advanced constructions. In the beginning, only cast iron was available. Besides 
the material, extraordinary architects/engineers were needed to apply the new material to adequate con-
structions. In Prussia, F. A. Stüler was the most ingenious architect to understand the potential of cast iron, and 
just at the beginning of his dealing with cast iron, he created the very light construction of the ceilings of 
Neues Museum, Berlin, and, on the other hand, the relatively heavy ceiling construction of the Great Hall of 
the rebuilding of the Luther-Haus in Wittenberg/Elbe, both in the 1840s. The latter one is the subject of the pa-
per. 
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Figure 1: Cross section of the Luther-Haus with a view of the Great Hall; (Hamann et al. 2009) 

 

 
Figure 2: View of the Great Hall (Hennen 2006) 
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When thinking about Stüler's intention as it is evident from his design of some of the ceilings of the Neue Mu-
seum, Berlin, he esteemed the visibleness of ambitious and interesting structural design (Lorenz 1995, pp. 338ff). 
The heavy construction of the arched beams in the Great Hall of the Luther-Haus is partly hidden in the ceiling 
and the stanchions (vertical elements of the frame) in masonry pilasters. For experienced architects and engi-
neers, it is easy to discern the keel-arch shaped beams on top are only part of the whole structure and that the 
masonry pilasters are not able to carry the load of the construction. During the investigations of the Luther-
Haus 1998 - 2002, the involvement of engineers offered the opportunity to go more into depth and explore the 
real construction which is worth to be known even if it is not really connected with Luther, however, is part of 
the Construction History – “Iron Architecture” (Pudor 1902) 
There was another hint about the hidden iron constructional elements: In the delivery bill by the producer of 
the cast iron elements, much more heavy parts were listed (LHASA a), however nobody asked for the where-
abouts of the parts which now could be identified as the stanchions of the frame 
Up to now, an opening of one of the walls which hide the cast iron construction from out side ( the other sur-
face of an internal wall ) to have a look at the structural details has not been accepted by the owner of the 
building. From the point of view of preservation of monuments, a very little opening of some structural parts 
from outside and - much more - showing it to the public with some explanations will be a real progress in pro-
tecting and exhibiting the building in all its facets. 

INVESTIGATIONS 

The investigations of the cast iron construction were aimed at two topics: 
    -  to know the form and the material of the structural elements in detail 
    -  to evaluate the load bearing capacity of the frame. 
Some decades ago, when some changes were arranged at the structure in the 1930s, the idea to really load 
the cast iron construction with relatively high live loads was discussed, this idea had been abandoned be-
cause it was impossible to evaluate the load bearing capacity (Ibbeken 2006). The second goal could only be 
tackled if the knowledge about the structural properties allowed some ideas about the mechanical deforma-
tion behaviour. Especially the type of connection of the different structural members was of fundamental im-
portance. 

  
Figure 3 (left): Radargrams of the investigation of one of the pilasters; (Hamann et al. 2009)                   

 Figure 4 (right): Animation of the cast iron bar hidden in the masonry pilaster; (Hamann et al. 2009) 
 
Cast iron is a very brittle material (or was at the time under consideration). For structural members under high 
tension, wrought iron was the material of first choice to avoid collapse under overstressing. Because of this 
fact, the sound knowledge about the type of material was very important. 
In a first step, we looked for a verification of the existence of iron bars of the stanchions (vertical frame ele-
ments) inside the masonry pilasters. A radar-investigation confirmed the presumed presence of iron bars, Figs. 3 
and 4. 
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Figure 5:  Splice plates with rivets at the crown of the frame’s arched beam-halves. Electrical strain sensors are 

attached to the structural elements during loading tests to measure the deformations; (Photo Kl. Brandes) 

 
Figure 6:  Seals at the lower part of the arched frame at its crown indicating a connection between the two 

halves of the beam at the bottom; (Hamann et al. 2009) 
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On this basis, a small opening of the inner wall "from behind" could be performed verifying an L-shaped cast 
iron beam. 
At the ends of the tension ties of the arched beams, big nuts could be recognized aiming to bring a tension 
force into the ties. By endoscopic investigation, the use of bolts to connect the structural elements at the 
frame knees was discovered. However, the access was rather limited. Together with the knowledge from 
openings on top of the frame which exhibited the use of splice plates with rivets at the frame's crown Fig. 5, a 
first sketch of the construction was drawn up, Fig. 7. 
 

 
Figure 7: First sketch of the presumed details of the construction of the frame. The number of bolts with nuts 

could not be confirmed. The frame stanchion is a cast iron element according to the bill by F. Wöhlert, Berlin; 
(LHASA a) 
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Figure 8: Tension bar between the footings of the frame; (Hamann et al. 2009) 

 
By taking into account investigations in the 1930s which verified the existence of tie bars between the footings 
of the frame, Fig. 8, and confirming this finding again, the complete construction could be drawn. 
A crucial element of the construction is the connection of the two parts of the arched beam of the frame at 
the crown. Besides the splice plates at the top, a second part of the connection could be presumed when ex-
ploring carefully the beams, Fig. 5. However, no successful investigation could be provided at this point with-
out extracting the seal (filling) to have a look inside. No non-destructive test method could be applied with 
any chance of success.    
A second task was directed to the question of the load carrying capacity of the construction. After having 
started the before mentioned investigations, a loading test was taken into consideration, in a first step on a low 
loading level. Hoping that the parallel investigations would clear up some open questions, especially the me-
chanical behaviour if the frame would be overloaded, we started with the low level loading test by applying 
up to about 1 ton to one of the frames, Fig. 9. The deformations as a result of the loading were very small, 
some three tenth of a millimeter in the middle of the frame as had been expected. A test on a high level of 
loading was rejected after we could not verify that the construction would keep undamaged by the test 
(about 4 tons were planned).  

RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATIONS  

After finishing the investigations - only a few of them are mentioned here - we are sure that the discovered 
frame is one of the first ones in Prussia, maybe the first one. Not all of the arising questions could be answered 
because the access to important parts was denied. In this respect, also the question for the limit load carrying 
capacity could not be answered. For a sound planning of related load tests, the detailed knowledge of the 
construction is essential. It might be that for the crucial structural elements, wrought iron had been provided, a 
material which exhibits ductile mechanical behaviour. This is verified for the tensile ties, however is not known 
for the splice plates (lower part of the connection at the crown of the frame, connections of stanchions and 
the arched cross bar).  
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Figure 9: Loading test at one of the frame structures. For the loading test, the hanging swings were loaded by 

50 kg iron weights, together up to 1 ton; (Photo Kl. Brandes) 
 
In the case, that ductile iron (wrought iron) had been used for the connecting elements, an overloading would 
not cause brittle failure which must be avoided during loading tests. For future investigations, the open ques-
tions must be answered by carefully applying minimal invasive methods as are available now (Geißler et al. 
2006 p. 504ff). The fundamental question to which extent Stüler has had an idea about overloading-behaviour 
of structures and materials could be answered then. 

SUMMARY, OUTLOOK 

With the emerging of „Iron Architecture” the engineering aspects of construction that means the art of con-
necting structural elements became a crucial part of construction. In this context, the early constructions like 
those by Stüler are of important interest. As far as it was possible to discover the frame constructions in the Lu-
ther-Haus, Wittenberg, first answers can be given.  
Today, it is not possible to deal with this question. In the order to the iron manufacture, F. Wöhlert, Berlin, 
wrought iron (“Schmiedeeisen”) had been ordered for the stanchions indicating an idea of using a material 
with high tension strength. However, in the bill of delivery by F. Wöhlert, cast iron had been mentioned, pre-
sumably because of problems with producing the intended shape of the structural element by using wrought 
iron. Consequently, very important parts are undiscovered up to now, and it is the task of future research when 
much more of the construction can be inspected. This might be a task for an future administration of Luther-
Haus, also interested in aspects of History of Construction.  
The now achieved knowledge about the construction, however, is an important step forward. 
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